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ABSTRACT 

The paper applied SOCMINT (Social Media Intelligence) techniques to discover cybersecurity-related 

information from the contemporary Russia-Ukraine conflict. Using open-source tools and APIs, datasets 

created were assessed through topic modeling, thematic analysis (word cloud), Logit function, and neural 

network classification. The topic modeling and word cloud yielded trifling insights, but Logit and neural 

network classifier, MLP, suggested statistically significant features that were important to the outcome of 

the tweets with reasonable accuracy of 91%. Through the use of synthetic data (GaussianCopula) and 

feature selection(stepAIC), the model was extended to improve accuracy, which resulted in 96% accuracy, 

though, such competent performance requires further investigation. While deciphering the right 

intelligence is a challenge due to the unruly nature of social media, this nascent technique can be helpful 

with the proper framework and approach. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There is a vital necessity for robust Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) due to evolving attacks 

(Husari et al., 2019), which can derail normalcy for organizations and governments. 

Accumulating threat intelligence is generally a prelude to solution discovery; thus, organizations 

and vendors are more acquiescent in sharing their knowledge and collaborating responses, albeit 

with varying efficacy(Sauerwein et al., 2021). Social media intelligence, an extension of  

Open-source intelligence (OSINT), provides a new conduit to intelligence for CTI (Omand  

et al., 2012)by sifting through social media data to measure the pulse of the cyber security 

posture. 
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Various vendors postulate (Using Social Media (SOCMINT) in Threat Hunting, n.d.) (Using 

Social Media (SOCMINT) in Threat Hunting, no date) the integration of SOCMINT in the 

existing OSINT ecosystem where the latter provides context to the cyber threats in question like 

time, location, and trends, though for SOCMINT to be consequential, it has to be complete, 

accurate, relevant, and timely. From a defender's perspective, employing SOCMINT capabilities 

is another tool in the arsenal to protect assets (Kropotov & Yarochkin, 2019) (Kropotov and 

Yarochkin, 2019). 

Easily deployable Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)(Getting Started — Tweepy 

4.2.0 Documentation, n.d.)(Getting started — tweepy 4.2.0 documentation, no date) for social 

media(APIs for Scholarly Resources | Scholarly Publishing - MIT Libraries, n.d.), and usability 

of programming languages like Python(Lakshmi, 2018) and its burgeoning libraries enable the 

construction of customized CTI frameworks. More notably, the open-source and inexpensive 

resource rollout acts as a catalyst for the adoption. 

The storyline of the Russia-Ukraine conflict has been Ukraine’s admirable resistance (Khan, 

2022) to all vanguards, including its effective social media management to educate the global 

diaspora and combat Russian cyber attacks (Ukraine’s Digital Ministry Is a Formidable War 

Machine | WIRED, 2022). Willing digital volunteers have assisted in fighting for Ukraine to win 

the ‘information war’(McLaughlin, 2022), and Western media often tout that Ukraine is 

‘winning’ the social media battle(Trouillard, 2022).    

With the Russia-Ukraine conflict as the context, this exploratory research attempts to 

extricate cyber-related intelligence to find a meaningful understanding of the subject. The study 

aims to satisfy the SOCMINT concept by curating the dataset from publicly available 

cybersecurity information (Twitter), analyzing it, and synthesizing its essence.  

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy and President Vladimir Putin are the lead thespians of the 

conflict from each side, and by leveraging their following on Twitter, the cyber-related dataset 

with ample entries will be curated. The datasets will be the basis of analysis; however, it is not 

established to prove the active hypothesis that Ukraine is winning the social media war. An 

intermittent outage of social media in Russia would under sample tweets; hence, it would not 

deliver a realistic foundation for such commentary (Milmo, 2022).    

Adding synthetic data or fake data could add learning opportunities for the model as the 

injection of new data based on existing characteristics provides an opportunity to understand 

complex relationships - it is predicted that it will be more relevant in future modeling, as 60% 

of all analytics will use synthetic data by 2024(Toews, 2022) 

    Therefore, this research only attempts to create a repeatable, modular framework that is a 

proof-of-concept for the SOCMINT-infused CTI framework and potentially derive valuable 

experiences. This research endeavors to address three research questions: 

RQ1 - Can Cybersecurity intelligence be derived from Twitter data? 

RQ2 -What independent variables are important alliance indicators for Ukraine and Russia, 

and can they   correctly predict the alliance? 

RQ3 - Can adjusted feature selections and synthetic data improve model accuracy?  

In Section 2, the paper investigates contemporary work on the subject, followed by Section 

3, which describes the methodology of the research. Section 4 presents the results and analyzes 

to discover limitations and future scope (Section 5), and finally, Section 6 summarizes the 

essence of the findings.  
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2. RELATED WORK 

As part of the intelligence-gathering family, SOCMINT, coined by Sir David Omand and fellow 

researchers (Ivan et al., 2015), is a combination of tools that leverages social media tools to 

uncover meaningful intelligence to aid the investigation. OSINT or open-source intelligence is 

often put in the same category as SOCMINT, but one key attribute separates the two, the latter 

can analyze both public and private data, whereas the former is strictly focused on publicly 

available data (Social Media Intelligence, n.d.). 

Assessing the varying emotions of participants is plausible due to the plentiful  

crowd-sourced data, real-time perspicuity, and supposing intents from diverse groups. Eclectic 

techniques are inscribed in intelligence lexicons; Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), Imagery 

Intelligence (IMINT), and Geomatics (GEOINT) are pertinent examples. The SOCMINT, by 

nature, could collectively capture a combination of the intelligence above; a single entry could 

have an image, geographical information, and textual intelligence (Mahood, 2015).  

To successfully identify perished Russian soldiers in Ukraine, Clearview AI, a US-based 

company, scrapped social media images to match the pictures of dead soldiers as a courtesy to 

the ailing family (Dave, 2022). Thailand maintains a dedicated task force to continuously 

monitor the public dissent towards monarchy and political groups, with a system structured to 

reward the whistleblowers (Three Surveillance Technologies That Protesters Need to Know 

about - IFEX, 2019). Egypt, around mid-2014, with suspicious premises to determine ‘security 

hazards,’ facilitated technologies to monitor social media with insidious purpose. Venezuela 

imprisoned numerous people by observing social media discord that was harmless in the other 

jurisdictions, like posting dollar rates or personal opinions differing from the ruling body. 

‘Kansas City No Violence Alliance, an initiative to comprise a predictive instrument for 

future offenders, uses social media intelligence in its model (Social Media Intelligence, n.d.).  

Squeaky Dolphin, a presumed GCHQ product, allegedly compromised data cables to monitor 

comments about prominent British personalities through YouTube and Facebook content 

(Kelion, 2014). China’s social credit system incorporates payment delinquency, public habits, 

non-compliance with local laws, and social media behavior to control individuals’ access to 

society (Kobie, 2019). 

To improve security posture and confidence, or conversely, to create chaos and uncertainty, 

the use cases of SOCMINT are equally applicable because, for the most part, the analysis is 

conducted on public data. SOCMINT sources are disorderly and informal, from tweets, blogs, 

forum posts, chats, or any avenues available (Forrester & Hollander, 2016). In addition, 

excellent open-source network visualization tools, intelligence gathering APIs, and forensic 

instruments make it easier to collect information. 

TWINT is an OSINT tool that utilizes scraped data from Twitter for specific criteria like 

usernames or hashtags to comprehend ongoing trends (Kropotov & Yarochkin, 2019). The 

major tech companies allow APIs to connect to their environment, for example, Tweepy for 

Twitter and PRAW for Reddit, which makes data analysis easy, albeit they impose rate limits 

so the insights cannot be visualized in their entirety(Code Snippets — Tweepy 3.5.0 

Documentation, n.d.).  

At the onset of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, considerable hacktivists and the cyber army have 

taken sides though there is no way to validate the claims. Such parties induce cyber warfare, 

attacks on supply-chain, DDoS to major banks and government sites, and data breaches to 

expose tactics. Recorded Future, an intelligence-gathering entity(Vail, 2022), explored the 
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available information to understand the alliance as illustrated in Table 1 below with their 

corresponding Twitter handles, except that most Russian groups have had their account 

suspended due to increasing violations of community guidelines. This member list, although it 

may or may not be comprehensive, was synthesized from credible news sources and 

intelligence-gathering sites like Recorded Future, Anomali, and ThreatQuotient.     

Table 1. Cyber Group Alliance 

Group Alliance Twitter Handle 

Anonymous Ukraine @YourAnonOne 

IT Army of Ukraine Ukraine @ITarmyUA 

Belarusian Cyber Partisans Ukraine @cpartisans 

Secjuice Ukraine @Secjuice 

Conti leaks Ukraine @ContiLeaks 

RedBanditsRU Russia @RedBanditsRU 

Sandworm Russia unknown or suspended 

Freecivilian Russia unknown or suspended 

Digital Cobra Gang (DCG) Russia unknown or suspended 

Zatoich Russia unknown or suspended 

 

Ordinary Linear Squares (OLS) Regression model can be incorporated to understand the 

factors that impact Twitter behavior(Costa et al., 2021); could variables like the length of the 

tweet, mentions, or hashtags be significant when predicting the alliance by calculating its 

statistical significance? In a study of one hundred Twitter users analyzing online behavior, with 

an accuracy of 75.13 percent, the authors were able to predict their preferences and deeper suites 

of personalities like openness and agreeableness (Mahajan et al., 2022). Value systems or 

personal beliefs could be an essential predictor of why someone engages in retweets and are 

sometimes as effective as traditional machine learning models like Random Forest, XGB, and 

Logistic Regression(Kakar et al., 2021). 

The presence of pro and anti-Kremlin bots are plentiful, and both parties were invariant in 

promoting their desired accounts on Twitter with one exception - pro-Kremlin's source of truth 

was their state media, and anti-Kremlin derived their content from areas that the state could not 

control (Stukal et al., 2019). Infodemic on social media is another challenge as the dissemination 

of information is rapid with credibility issues (Wang et al., 2021).  

There is some argument in the literature that while SOCMINT provides some situational 

awareness in the aftermath of the event (Dover, 2020), it is incapable of predict the immediate 

threats and creating a significant foundation to yield intelligence (McLoughlin et al., 2020). In 

addition, there are privacy issues even with publicly available data that could be ripe for misuse, 

and adversaries like Al-Shabaab are highly active on social media providing an intelligence-

gathering framework for their use as well makes SOCMINT a double-edged sword (Momi, 

2021). 

The use cases of SOCMINT are abreast in the literature - however, organizing data and 

deducing intelligence is difficult the dynamism of data, lack of validity in the public domain, 

and possibilities of duplication making it somewhat risky to base the foundation. Nevertheless, 

we are addicted to public perceptions, and having some synthesis of the opinions could be 
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valuable. The Russia-Ukraine conflict is the most impactful event to start in 2022, and surveying 

the cyber public opinion is beneficial with available tools to measure the pulse of space provides 

value. 

Leveraging copula-based synthetic enhancement Meyer et al., were able to decrease the 

model error by up to 75% in a number of experiments for climate and weather prediction(Meyer 

et al., 2021). With the ability to model multivariate properties, copulas can be effective in 

reproducing dependency structure in the original dataset (Warnes, 2021). Synthetic Data Vault 

(SDV), an open-source library deployable in Python is an effective process to create synthetic 

data that has grown in popularity in the last decade (Montanez, 2018).  

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this exploratory research design, the first step is to curate the dataset (regular and synthetic) 

from Twitter to address the research questions. President Zelensky and President Putin lead the 

conflict from each side; therefore, numerous alliances have backed their cause. In this case 

(Tweet Object | Docs | Twitter Developer Platform, n.d.), two separate country-specific datasets 

are generated with the same columns. The Twitter data is highly malleable, and #hashtags in its 

ecosystem provide sorting and aggregation (Laucuka, 2018) of information - a topic modeling 

mechanism that encapsulates similar themes.  

A synthesis of popular hashtags originating from the presidents and alliances is selected by 

analyzing Twitter intelligence. The factor analysis reduced the hashtags to the ones that 

provided explicit support. The research aims to uncover cyber-related intelligence from the 

dispute; therefore, war-related, popular hashtags paired with cyber-related hashtags are blended 

to create the most relevant dataset for each country. Table II describes the mapping of hashtags 

to the countries. 

Table 2. Cyber Hashtag Harvesting 

Country Support  Cyber 

Ukraine #ukraine,#ukraine 

#standwithukraine 

#ukrainewar 

#ukraina 

#ukrainerussiawar, 

#strongertogether, #helpukraine 

#cyber 

#cyberattack 

#cybersecurity 

#hacking 

#cyberwar 

#cyberwarfare 

Russia  #kremlin   

#moscow #IStandWithPutin  

#istandwithrussia 

#cyber 

#cyberattack 

#cybersecurity 

#hacking 

#cyberwar 

#cyberwarfare 

Python is a powerful programming language due to its rich libraries. Tweepy, twint, and 
snscrape are effective APIs that pull tweets based on the prescribed criteria - in this instance, 
Tweepy was used due to its official alignment with the company, although rate-limiting is a 
nuance. The feature selection or the columns extracted from a tweet are listed below in Table 3 
below. 
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Table 3. Feature Dictionary 

Columns Extracted Definition Data 

Type 

AU1R0 Alliance, R =0, U = 1 Boolean 

Time Hour Time of the tweet Int 

Followers Count users following user Int 

Tweets Content of the tweet String 

Length Total characters of the tweet Int 

Location Location for this account’s profile String 

Statuses Count Tweets issued by the user Int 

Friends Count Users this account is following Int 

Favorites Count Number of Tweets this user has liked in the account’s lifetime. Int 

Account creation Data account was created Int 

Retweet Count Retweeted by other users  Int 

Favorite of the tweet Favorite of the tweet String 

Account Verified Account confirmed by Twitter Boolean 

Listed Count (public list) Users adding people to their list Int 

The dataset curated will be pre-processed to eliminate repetitive tags, empty columns, and 

integrate one-hot encoding to convert the categorical variables to numerical for model 

integration. Latent Dirichlet Allocation and integration of Logit helped to understand which 

explanatory variable is statistically significant when predicting the alliance of the tweets. The 

alpha or p-value for statistical significance is 0.05; any independent variable yielding this value 

or lower is presumed to be statistically significant (negative or positive) to the dependent 

variable or, in other words, influences alliance (Sperandei, 2014). The result of the data 

collection aims to yield four datasets. Figure 1 illustrates the methodology. 

Dataset 1 - Curated Ukraine Dataset 

Dataset 2 - Curated Ukraine Dataset 

Dataset 3 - Composite (Dataset 1 + Dataset 2) 

Dataset 4 - Dataset 3 + Synthetic Data, resulting in 20,000 total observations 
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Figure 1. Methodology Overview 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The framework with specific criteria, as defined in Figure 1, harvested 2017 tweets that aligned 

with Ukraine and 1007 that supported Russia. If any of the missing values from the columns 

were missing, the entire row of data was eliminated. The composite dataset was extended by 

16,796 synthetic observations creating a final dataset of 20,000 observations with equal Russian 

and Ukrainian sampling. 

4.1 RQ1 - Can Cybersecurity Intelligence be Derived from the 

Tweets? 

Contrary to the initial supposition, confining data harvesting to strict criteria where the tweets 

had to mention programmed cybersecurity hashtags with Russia-Ukraine in the background, the 

intelligence yielded was not denotative. Most tweets mentioned very little about  

cybersecurity-related topics. An assumption that the tweets would discover pertinent 

information about vulnerabilities, risks, and threats due to escalating conflict was inaccurate. 

The intelligence gathered mostly revolved around the actors of the wars. 

No meaningful intelligence was deduced. Figure 2 and Figure 3 assemble thematic 

visualizations of the conflict for each alliance. Both Ukrainian and Russian datasets were devoid 
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of cyber intelligence and looked fairly similar in essence, although their hashtags advertised 

cyber-inclinations – the research gathered random data from the Twittersphere, but the unruly 

and uncorroborated tweets from randomly users are of major concern. 

 

 

Figure 2. Word Map of Ukrainian Tweets 

 

Figure 3. Word Map of Russian Tweets 
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Another way to explore textual content is by LdaMOdel(Blei, 2003), which uses a generative 

probabilistic model to classify discrete data. For the Ukrainian tweets, the texts were classified 

into three topics and three subtopics, as shown in Figure 4. Likewise, Figure 5 shows the 

classification of Russian tweets 

Figure 4. Topic Modeling (LDA) Ukrainian Tweets 

 
Figure 5. Topic Modeling (LDA) Russian Tweets 

Both models did not exhibit cyber content relevance, most topics were rudimentary and 

devoid of cyber-specific topics, further confirming that cybersecurity intelligence was 

negligible. 

4.2 RQ2 - What Independent Variables are Important Alliance 

Indicators for Ukraine and Russia, and can they Correctly Predict 

the Alliance? 

A composite dataset was created with Russia and Ukraine entries; the Ukrainian affiliation was 

denoted ‘1’ or ‘True’ in the ‘AU1R0’ column and ‘0’ and ‘False’ for Russian affiliation.  Logit 

Regression, a binary classification model with conditional probability (Taboga, n.d.) was used 

to exhibit the relationship between ‘AU1R0’, a dependent variable, and the numerous 

explanatory variables. ‘AU1R0’ denotes the alliance - if a tweet has a ‘1’ value in this variable, 

it means the tweet explicitly supported Ukrainian cyberspace initiatives. 

Multicollinearity using Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) was used to eliminate competing 

features. In Table IV below, ‘Time Hour’, ‘Length’, and ‘Account Creation’, whose VIF score 

is greater than 4,  are assumed to be noise in the modeling - hence eliminated to explain the 

dependent variable, ‘AU1R0’. After iterating the model, it produced a high p-value for 

‘Followers Count’ and ‘Account Verified’, which were deemed insignificant to the model, so it 

was eliminated as well. 
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Table 4. Multicollinearity Assessment (VIF) 

Features VIF Score 

Time Hour 5.72 

Followers Count 1.15 

Length 4.52 

Statuses Count 1.60 

Friends Count 1.24 

Favorites Count 1.65 

Account creation 10.15 

Retweet Count 1.00 

Favorite of the tweet 1.43 

Account Verified 1.63 

Listed Count (public list) 1.25 

If the p-value is ≤0.05, then the independent variable is significant, and thus, will impact the 

direction of the dependent variable, negatively or positively. As shown in Figure 6, the p-value 

of ‘Favorite of the tweet’, ‘retweet_count’, ‘Friends Count’, ‘Listed Count’, ‘Favorites Count’, 

and ‘statuses_count’ are important independent variables in predicting the Ukrainian alliance. 

 

Figure 6. Logit for Tweets (Multicollinearity) 
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Another approach was to eliminate multicollinearity analysis and include all numerical 

variables to see if it yielded different results. Figure 7 reflects the output with  ‘Favorite of the 

tweet’,  ‘Time Hour’, ‘length’, ’retweet_count’, ‘Followers Count’, ‘listed count’, and ‘account 

creation’ being statistically  significant or, in other words,  extremely important to deduce the 

alliance. Surprisingly, ‘Friends Count’ and ‘statuses_count’ weren’t shown to be significant in 

this model. The Log-Likelihood and Pseudo R-Squ. of the model actually came out to be better 

without addressing multicollinearity.  

             

Figure 7. Logit for Tweets (Without Multicollinearity) 

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a readily deployable feedforward neural network often 

used in structured data that doesn’t require intensive computing (Popescu et al., 2009). They are 

part of the neural network, with one or more hidden layers where classification or prediction is 

conducted on the output layer. An extremely flexible algorithm(Brownlee, 2016), in this case, 

is used to solve a binary class problem regarding the Ukrainian alliance using independent 

variables that address multicollinearity as stated in Figure 6.  

A standard evaluation metric is deployed for the model after 80% of the data is dedicated to 

training and 20% to testing, where precision, recall, f1-score, and accuracy are calculated. The 

model infused with MLP was highly accurate in predicting the ‘1’ or Ukrainian alliance with an 

average of over 90% in all metrics, while ‘0’ was slightly lower but still respectable. An under 

sampling of ‘0’ could have hurt the model's learning capabilities. 
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Table 5. Evaluation Metrics 

 Precision recall f1-score support 

0 0.89 0.84 0.86 198 

1 0.92 0.95 0.94 407 

accuracy   0.91 605 

macro avg. 0.91 0.89 0.90 605 

weighted avg. 0.91 0.91 0.91 605 

 

Figure 8 presents a visualization of the evaluation while the True Negative is 166, False 

Positive is 32, False Negative is 20, and True Positive is 387 for the given data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Confusion Matrix 

4.3 RQ3 - Can Stepwise Feature Selections and Synthetic Data 

Improve Model Accuracy? 

To improve model performance, selection features play an important part to build the  

best-performing model. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) aims to explain variance in 

dependent variables (AU1R0) with the least number of independent variables under the 

assumption that a model with fewer parameters equates to a better-performing model. AIC takes 

into account log-likelihood and explanatory parameters to yield a score or in other words 

chooses a model that explains the most variance with the least number of parameters; with a 

model with the lowest AIC score indicating a more accurate model(Brownlee, 2020). Whilst 

AIC addresses overfitting and reduces computational stress, AIC score on its own is 

insignificant but the combination of model AIC scores can select the best candidate - a model 

with the lowest AIC score is presumed the best. Using the R package MASS, a stepwise 

selection is commissioned where model ‘full’ is created, and using the stepAIC() function 

eliminates independent variables that increase the AIC score(Zhang, 2016). In Figure 9, the 

‘full’ model removes ‘Followers Count’,’retweet_count’,’statuses_count’, and ‘Friends Count’ 

to decrease the full model AIC score from 366.64 to 363.07. 
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Figure 9. Stepwise Selection using R Package MASS 

Using the same MLP classification technique and criteria to address RQ2 but with increased 

sample size through synthetic data injection and selection feature selection (AIC), the model 

produced improved results, as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Evaluation Metrics (Synthetic Data + Feature Selection) 

 Precision recall f1-score support 

0 0.94 0.99 0.96 2008 

1 0.98 0.94 0.96 1992 

accuracy   0.96 4000 

macro avg. 0.96 0.96 0.96 4000 

weighted avg. 0.96 0.96 0.96 4000 

 

The newer model predicted an improved accuracy score from 0.91 to 0.96 and an exceptional 

Recall score of 0.99. The improvement can be attributed to better model fit and equal sampling 

of both the ‘Russia’ and ‘Ukraine’ alliances. A 10-fold cross-validation of accuracy score 

established the range from 0.953 to 0.989. However, overtly impressive evaluation metrics 

generally are cause for skepticism - some culprits could be data leakage (Brownlee, 2016) or 

incorrect relationships between the variables. In the confusion matrix of the model above, only 

158 incorrect predictions were made for both classes, further establishing the efficacy or 

cynicism of the model. 
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Figure 9. Confusion Matrix 

5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The research was unable to find a consequential CTI that was beneficial. Nevertheless, 

cybersecurity remains an interdisciplinary field, encapsulating all aspects of lives. One of the 

glaring limitations of the research was the probity of data collection - what makes social media 

rich in value is its abundance and availability, but at the same time, anyone can post anything, 

and the dubiety of diverse jurisdictions makes the data collection process unfair. The data was 

collected randomly in a relatively short period, and while Ukraine-centric data was plentiful, 

ongoing Twitter restrictions meant Russia-originated/supporting data was rare and often 

censored. Some trending hashtags at the onset of the conflict were removed, further missing out 

on the intelligence. The research tracked hashtags to find cybersecurity-centric tweets, but often 

it was futile in discovering useful content. An implementation of synthetic data is a possibility 

that could increase sampling and to better understand the model but complexity of dataset should 

be carefully addressed.   

SOCMINT is in its infancy and here to stay; refined methodologies could yield more benefits 

for the future. Rather than chasing hashtags, a careful pre-selection of influential users that 

exhibit sincere cybersecurity content should be traced using graph and network theory. An 

understanding of the relationships from that sub-group will be more prudent in discovering 

intelligence as opposed to random samplings. Censorship is a huge issue for academics that 

want to leverage the power of public data - the current Twitter ownership change, in which the 

new owner will allow leniency towards data freedom to provide unbounded access, is a 

supposition that could provide research aspirations. Alternatively, creating synthetic data based 

on artificial intelligence could provide alternate data fuel. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Whilst the availability of data is tempting, various issues remain to uncover intelligence - 

questionable integrity and sporadic availability remain key issues. The public data is owned by 

private companies, and often, their policies dictate intelligence-gathering. A quick stoppage of 

data flow can derail a framework. When data is available, a refined approach is required to parse 

the information, as free data is not always the most valuable data. Nevertheless, the functional 

APIs, low open-source programming, and seamlessness of data discovery make the CTI 

integration appealing. This research provided sequential steps on building an intelligence-

gathering framework whilst incorporating machine learning techniques to make it further 

discernible.  Although it didn’t provide substantial value to the Russia-Ukraine conflict largely 

due to weak data, a better part of the framework is dependable and can be replicated for future 

experiments. 
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